TECHNOLOGY RELATIONSHIPS

Breakout Session
Clarify Definition and Scope

• xxxxx
Why is this Important?
What Solutions are Available?

• some partial – nothing comprehensive
What Research or Actions are Still Needed?

- Guidance on how to be practical for the top 10 ten improvement technologies
- how do organizations deal with gaps between improvement technologies when dealing with multiple technologies – eg. adding ISO 9000 to CMMI
- establish open forum for community
- goal for prime project; focus on performance
- what approach to appraisals and audits would enable convergence/
- better communication that performance is the key not compliance
- gain involvement of other key standards in this body
What are the Highest Priorities? What should be Addressed Next?

- Guidance on how to be practical for the top 10 ten improvement technologies
- How do organizations deal with gaps between improvement technologies when dealing with multiple technologies – eg. Moving from CMMI to ISO 9000
- Gain involvement of other key standards in this body